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Data Express
Exchange HL7 Clinical Data with Physician EMRs

Streamline orders and results with physician EMRs

Interoperability between physician EMRs and hospitals is imperative for providing the level of care
that patients deserve. However, achieving true interoperability, with streamlined orders and results,
can be a costly and resource-intensive process. Furthermore, there are a variety of solutions on
the market, but finding a solution that works efficiently within the MEDITECH ecosystem can be a
challenge.
Data Express was created by Forward Advantage and MEDITECH to provide a cost-effective and
scalable solution – making interoperability streamlined and achievable.

The Solution
A MEDITECH-endorsed interoperability solution, Data Express provides for the exchange of HL7 data with
physician EMR applications. Data flows seamlessly into physician EMRs from a variety of MEDITECH applications,
including: Laboratory, Microbiology, Blood Bank, Pathology, ITS, Radiology, and Departmental. Furthermore, Data
Express allows physicians to submit orders to MEDITECH directly from their EMRs. The outcome is an efficient,
reliable, and cost-effective, results-out and orders-in data exchange.

How it Works
Data Express maps and delivers HL7 data based on physician EMR specifications. Due to our unique licensing
structure, multiple physicians with the same EMR specifications can utilize the same data mapping. This “one-tomany” licensing model does away with traditional point-to-point interfacing and provides a cost-effective and
scalable solution for MEDITECH facilities.

Why Data Express?
Cost-effective and scalable eMaps replace point-to-point interfaces
A “one-to-many” licensing approach for physicians with the same EMR specifications
Results Out: Clinical data is sent to physician EMRs as soon as it is available
Orders In: Physicians can send orders directly from their EMR to MEDITECH
Implemented by Forward Advantage and MEDITECH
PHI disclosure audit trail to support HIPAA initiatives
Built on the reliable Communication Director platform

Contact a Forward Advantage representative at sales@forwardadvantage.com or 877.636.7927 to discuss how
Data Express can work for your organization!
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